Community Resources

Here you can find useful resources about how to get involved in our communities.

- **Community Channels (Mailing lists and Slack)** — List of our Google Groups/mailing lists and Slack channels to communicate between our community members.
- **Community Contributions** — At ONF we recognize the importance of community involvement and contributions. These contributions help us create and maintain a healthier product that has a greater impact on the networking industry as a whole.
- **ONF CLA Information** — A CLA is a legal document in which a contributor states that they are entitled to contribute the code/documentation/translation to the project and are willing to have it used in distributions and derivative works.
- **Software Licensing** — Details of Software Licensing related to ONF Projects
- **ONF Project Governance** — General project governance to applies to most, but not all, ONF projects

Quick Navigation

**Broadband**
- SEBA
- VOLTHA

**Mobile**
- Aether
- SD-RAN
- SD-Core

**Enterprise**
- Aether
- Pronto

**Infra Projects**
- SD-Fabric
- PINS
- Stratum
- ONOS
- P4
- Pronto
- Trellis
- NG-SDN
- OMEC
- COMAC
- CORD
- XOS/NEM
- ODTN
- OTCC
- OIMT
- Mininet (no longer maintained by ONF)

Mailing Lists and Slack Channels

Upcoming Events

Community Contributions

Getting Started (member-only)

ONF Account Registration